
Starlight

BABYMETAL

Toki wo koete tokihanate, far away
Hashiri tsuzuke haruka kanata run away
    
(This time we're taking our bout to the North)
    
(The wind blows, the wind blows)
    
Fly higher in the sky (Like a star gazer)
Fly higher in the night (Like a star gazer)
Starlight, Starlight, hikari terasu sono saki e
Starlight, Starlight
    
Sagashi motome, kakenukete get away
Kioku no kakera deja-vu meja-vu fade away
    
(This time we're taking our bout to the North)
    
(Dreaming now, dreaming now)

    
Fly higher in the night (Like a star gazer)
Fly higher in the sky (Like a star gazer)
Starlight, Starlight, hikari hanatsu ano basho e
Starlight, Starlight
    
(Wherever we are, we'll be with you)
(We'll never forget shining starlight)
(Wherever you are, live in my heart)
(We'll never forget shooting star)
(Wherever we are, we'll be with you)
(We'll never forget shining starlight)
(Wherever you are, live in my heart)
(We'll never forget shining star)
    

Fly higher in the sky
Fly higher in the night
Fly higher in the sky
Starlight shining in the night
    
[English translation:]
    
Cross time and release, far away
Keep running to the far off distance, run away
    
(This time we're taking our bout to the North)
    
(The wind blows, the wind blows)
    
Fly higher in the sky (Like a star gazer)
Fly higher in the night (Like a star gazer)
To where the light shined before
Starlight, starlight
    
Search for it and run past, get away
A fragment of a memory, deja-vu meja-vu fade away
    
(This time we're taking our bout to the North)
    



(Dreaming now, dreaming now)
    
Fly higher in the night (Like a star gazer)
Fly higher in the sky (Like a star gazer)
Starlight, Starlight, to where the light hits
Starlight, Starlight
    
(Wherever we are, we'll be with you)
(We'll never forget shining starlight)
(Wherever you are, live in my heart)
(We'll never forget shooting star)
(Wherever we are, we'll be with you)
(We'll never forget shining starlight)
(Wherever you are, live in my heart)
(We'll never forget shining star)
    
Fly higher in the sky
Fly higher in the night
Fly higher in the sky
Starlight shining in the night
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